
FROM ELFLAND TO POUGHKEEPSIE ESSAY

â€œFrom Elfland to Poughkeepsie,â€• by Ursula K. Le Guin Her essay focuses on styleâ€”as in, the way the story is
told, including especially the.

She lived in Portland, Oregon. An adventure is, by nature, a thing that comes to us. Worse, she mistook form
for content. No pressure there. It is a different approach to reality, an alternative technique for apprehending
and coping with existence. After all, when have heroic words ever made a satisfying substitute for heroic
deeds? It is a far older, far more wild place, and it is inhabited not only by lords and those creatures that give
them the opportunity to be heroic. In Le Guin's Elfland, one is not allowed to merely ask for a cold leg of
rabbit, oh no. There, in those words, Le Guin betrays her own character as a writer, whether she knows it or
not; her own prejudices and presuppositions emerge. The Lords of Elfland are true lords, the only true lords,
the kind that do not exist on this earth: their lordship is the outward sign or symbol of real inward greatness.
Everyone is allowed those, and Le Guin far more than others, considering her iconic status and undeniable
talent. It is not a national park. Her interest in non-Western philosophies was reflected in works such as
"Solitude" and The Telling but even more interesting are her imagined societies, often mixing traits extracted
from her profound knowledge of anthropology acquired from growing up with her father, the famous
anthropologist, Alfred Kroeber. Le Guin 15, followers Ursula K. It starts like this: Elfland is what Lord
Dunsany called the place. The Hainish Cycle reflects the anthropologist's experience of immersing themselves
in new strange cultures since most of their main characters and narrators Le Guin favoured the first-person
narration are envoys from a humanitarian organization, the Ekumen, sent to investigate or ally themselves
with the people of a different world and learn their ways. Not in terms of art, that is [ I agree whole-heartedly
with the special and magical part. Chesterton Greetings and Salutations! But the truth is, Elfland did not
suddenly spring into being when Lord Dunsany first whipped out his pen. I could have told thee that at
Poughkeepsie, Ursula. Le Guin published twenty-two novels, eleven volumes of short stories, four collections
of essays, twelve books for children, six volumes of poetry and four of translation, and has received many
awards: Hugo, Nebula, National Book Award, PEN-Malamud, etc. Ultimately, Le Guin's Elfland is an
incredibly elitist place. People drive in in their air-conditioned mobile homes, bringing all their real-world
accoutrements with them, and never really experience the place for what it is. Most fantasy readers want a
good story, well-told, that transports them to Elfland. Chesterton once said, 'is a world at once of wonder and
of war. It is that, more than anything, which bothered me at age seventeen, though I could not at the time
phrase it in such a concise, rational way. At first it seems as if she's talking about readers of fantasy, but we
soon come to understand that she's talking about modern day yes, I still consider those writing in to be
'modern day' fantasy writers. Here you'll find me writing about all the things that I write about, which strikes
me, just now, as somewhat recursive.


